
Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Does my son/daughter have to have a food allergy or other special dietary needs 

in order to work with your consultants? 

We welcome and serve all college-bound students but we specialize in assisting students 

with food allergies. During our sessions, there will be a focus on learning the art of self-

advocacy; a skill that will be useful to all college-bound students. 

My son/daughter is in the 10th grade, are we too early? 

Not at all.  In fact, starting now gives your teen an advantage over others who wait until 
their junior or senior year of high school.  Why?  Because they are in the middle of 
creating the 'body of work' that an admissions officer will review and judge in a few 

years.   

My teen is a high school junior, are we too late? 

Not at all.  In fact, getting started now (this spring) will give your teen the opportunity 
to work with me over the summer on key parts of their admissions portfolio.  Just 
remember that the earlier you start, the more choices you have. 

What do you do anyway? 

I help ease your stress and light the way!  I coach teens through the college selection, 

application, essays, major and careers, financial aid and scholarship process.  And for 
students with special dietary needs, I help them research and find safe and inclusive 

colleges to apply, work with them so that they can become strong advocates and plan 
for their transition to college.  Our services are for private, one-to-one consulting.   

Why do I need a private college consultant if my teen already has a high school 
guidance counselor? 

Most parents may not realize that the average caseload of public high school guidance 

counselors in the United States is 500 (students) to 1 (guidance counselor) and students 
receive only 38 minutes of personal advising on college admissions and financial aid 
planning!  Unlike your high school guidance counselor, we provide individually tailored 

and customized services; hours of one-on-one consultations;  flexible scheduling and 
access on weekends and in the evenings; and peace of mind and relief to busy families.   

So, how much do you charge? 

I provide a broad range of services to fit a variety of family budgets. If I'm just working 
on brainstorming college essays, a few hundred dollars. If I'm consulting, the range is 
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currently between $600 to $7000 depending on what services are rendered.  Most 
families are somewhere in the middle of this range.    

Can you help my family? 

As I mentioned during the Webinar, that depends. I have found that this really depends 

on the goals and attitudes of families. I work best with families who fall into one of these 
categories (and if you have read this far, I'm sure that you fall into one of these 
categories!): 

 Overwhelmed, stressed out parents who want a clear path and are confident that 

they have an expert to guide them.  These parents are willing to trust me as 
their expert the same way they trust their allergist/immunologist or attorney. 

 Families who understand the concept of Return on Investment.  They understand 

that college is an investment, and so is hiring an experienced college consultant. 
Neither is inexpensive and each will payoff in the long run. 

 Teens who are willing to listen to advice, put in some hard work, and get things 

done.  
 Families with a sense of humor and who have a positive attitude about this 

amazing journey that lies ahead. I've even had some families refer to me as 

their 'college admissions superhero' (remember, sense of humor!). 
 
How do I get started? 
Our process begins with an initial strategy session which you may schedule your initial 
strategy session with us by clicking here.  We charge a small fee for this initial 

consultation.  If you sign-up for one of our packages, we will credit this fee against the 
cost of your package.  We limit the number of students each consultant has and we 
want to make sure that we can successfully help your student. After your initial consult, 

we will send a link for you to register and your sessions can be scheduled immediately. 
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